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FITTING AGE, PERIOd, COHORT mOdELS wITH R

An R package for fitting age, period and 
cohort models

Adriano Decarli(1), Carlo La Vecchia(1), Matteo Malvezzi(1), Rocco Micciolo(2)

In this paper we present the R implementation of a GLIM macro which fits age-period-cohort model 
following Osmond and Gardner. In addition to the estimates of the corresponding model, owing to 
the programming capability of R as an object oriented language, methods for printing, plotting and 
summarizing the results are provided. Furthermore, the researcher has fully access to the output of 
the main function (apc) which returns all the models fitted within the function. It is so possible to 
critically evaluate the goodness of fit of the resulting model. 
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IntROductIOn

In this short note we present an R [1] package suitable to fit age, period and cohort (APC) 
models. The core component of the package is the R implementation of a GLIM [2] macro [3] based 
on a model proposed by Osmond and Gardner [4].

The main issue making APC models complicated to treat is that age, period and cohort are not 
independent. Separate analyses of the three effects, as well as two-factor analyses, ignoring one of 
the three variables (age, period, cohort) sequentially, can produce misleading results when these 
variables have distinct underlying biological interpretations. Clayton and Schifflers [5 , 6] reviewed 
methods for modelling variation in cancer incidence and mortality rates in term of either period 
and/or cohort effects in the general multiplicative risk model, drawing attention to the difficulty of 
attributing regular trends to either period or cohort influences.  

The function we present here is based on a solution proposed by Osmond and Gardner [4] 
that researchers or health care planners can use easily. Furthermore, since R is an object oriented 
programming language, it is possible to employ the same function to obtain estimates as well as 
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diagnostic statistics for “simpler” models like the “age only”, “age + period” and “age + cohort” 
models. We hope that, given the versatility and the diffusion of R, this function could serve as a 
standard base reference, which can be easily modified or integrated by statisticians.

MethOdOLOGIcaL backGROund

Before presenting the R package, we give a short methodological summary of the model 
implemented; more details can be found in [3].

The data for APC models are usually derived starting from two tables containing, respectively, 
the number of observed deaths and the estimates of resident population. Tables 1 and 2 show an 
example derived from the original article where the GLIM macro was presented [3]. Usually in this 
tables, the age groups are displayed in rows and the calendar periods in columns and the grouping 
interval is equal on both sides (5 years in our example). From these two tables a third table of age 
and calendar period specific rates is computed, where the incidence rates of the corresponding birth 
cohorts can be read from the diagonals. 

Let us consider the following linear model:

where α,π and y represent the age ( Ii ,,2,1 = ), the calendar period ( Jj ,,2,1 = ) and the 
cohort period ( jiIk +−= ) effects respectively, and the dependent variable  is a function of the 
incidence rate. Taking the linear relationships between the three independent variables into account, the 
model has a general problem of identifiability. However, for the practical purposes of epidemiological 
interpretation, interest is mainly focused on the estimation of differences between various cohorts in 
relative terms. 

Among the many proposed solutions to work around the above mentioned issue, the one 
proposed by Osmond and Gardner [4] has found wide application in the analysis of mortality data.

If  (the number of deaths in the i-th age group and the j-th calendar period) is a Poisson 
variable and  is the corresponding number of subjects at risk (considered non random), then 

. Let us now consider the following log-linear model

where the parameters (corresponding to iα , jπ , kγ ) can be estimated minimizing 

  (1)

Due to the linear relationships between age, period and cohort, the solution set X(a,p,c) is infinite. 
However, the solution set can be re-parameterized in a further variable l as X(a,p,c,l) and a goodness 
of fit statistic which is independent from l can be calculated (see references 3 and 7 for further details).  

Following Osmond and Gardner, the three two-factor log-linear models 

are interpolated, minimizing, respectively, the corresponding functions (1), where c
0
 and p

0
 are unit 

vectors of appropriate length and a
0 
is the vector 

  
The three parameter estimate vectors 

have corresponding goodness of fit measures 2
aG , 2

cG , 2
pG . 

The Euclidean distances between each two factor model and the full model X(a,p,c,l) are
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The weighted sum of these distances are minimized with respect to l. In this procedure each of 
the three two-factor models is included with a weight inversely proportional to the corresponding 
model goodness of fit statistic. Hence, the solution minimizes  the distance of the saturated model 
from the three two-factor models and can be considered a geometrical weighted average. 

IMpLeMentatIOn OF the aGe, peRIOd, cOhORt MOdeL In the apc packaGe

The core component of the apc package is the apc function which is invoked with two arguments: 
the first (num)  is the matrix (with age groups in rows and calendar periods in columns) containing 
the number of the considered events, while the second (den) is the corresponding population at risk 
matrix. A third argument (scale) has a default value of 100,000 and represents the scale adopted for 
incidence rates. To properly use the apc function, it is fundamental that the data are grouped with 
equal time intervals on both age and calendar period (say 5 years). The apc function calculates the 
number of age groups, calendar periods and cohorts from the two input matrices rows and columns. 
The function begins estimating the age effects alone. Then it fits the three two-factor models (a

0 
pc, 

ap
0
c and apc

0
). Finally the weighted sum of the squares of the distances is minimized. The output of 

the function is a list containing, among others, the R objects resulting from all the above mentioned 

Period of death

age grouP at death 1955 – 59 1960 – 64 1965 – 69 1970 – 74 1975 – 79

25 – 29 84 89 72 67 65

30 – 34 193 224 205 176 152

35 – 39 385 480 458 425 385

40 – 44 1047 835 946 849 701

45 – 49 2260 1873 1443 1685 1542

50 – 54 3908 3830 3014 2334 2685

55 – 59 5433 5807 5863 4552 3440

60 – 64 6713 7598 7909 7649 5800

65 – 69 8144 8426 8929 9135 8810

70 – 74 8782 8867 8873 9022 9010

table 1

gastric cancer death certifications for males aged 25-74 years, italy 1955-1979

Period

age grouP 1955 – 59 1960 – 64 1965 – 69 1970 – 74 1975 – 79

25 – 29 9882353 9569892 9729730 9054054 10317460

30 – 34 9507389 9531915 9318182 9513514 9101796

35 – 39 7129630 9266409 9346939 9120172 9459459

40 – 44 7830965 6964137 9052632 9148707 9045161

45 – 49 8097456 7610727 6758782 8798956 8949507

50 – 54 6803621 7794058 7294288 6486937 8540076

55 – 59 5576884 6417284 7410263 6850263 6175943

60 – 64 4380138 5102754 5942149 6834346 6302978

65 – 69 3642870 3805953 4447821 5248793 6000545

70 – 74 2784224 2948002 3032260 3573211 4264080

table 2

resident PoPulation for males aged 25-74 years, italy 1955-1979
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fitted models, giving to the researcher full access for deeper analyses. Two local functions (norm and 
pcpet) are defined within the apc function. The former normalizes cohort and period effects, while 
the latter extracts requested values from the input vector (padding the remaining cells with zeroes). 

A number of methods for printing and/or plotting results are provided. In particular, a print 
method gives the estimated age, cohort and period effects, a predict method gives (among others) 
the estimated number of events, a summary method shows detailed results with respect to all the 
fitted models and an anova method prints two analysis of deviance tables showing the deviances, the 
degrees of freedom and the values of AIC associated with each fitted model. These analysis of deviance 
tables can be used to compare selected models as shown in Clayton and Schifflers [5 , 6]. In addition to 
the above mentioned models (age, age + period, age + cohort, age + period + cohort), the deviance of 
an “age + drift” model is shown. Such a model, which is discussed in details in Clayton and Schifflers 
[5 , 6], refers to a specific type of regular trend in which the ratio of age-specific rates between two 
adjacent time periods is not only constant across age groups, but is constant for any pair of adjacent 
time periods (or, alternatively, the relative risk between adjacent birth cohorts is constant). 

The modelling technique does not allow for the calculation of confidence intervals of the parameter 
estimated for the “full” age, period, cohort model in a conventional manner. However the package apc 
contains a confint method which performs a parametric bootstrap simulation. Data for each 5-year age-
specific number of deaths in all time periods is obtained generating, by means of the rpois function, 
pseudo-random numbers from a Poisson distribution with an expected value equal to the observed 
number of deaths for that period and age-group. The resulting datasets are passed to the apc function 
and bootstrap parameter estimates are stored. The arguments nrep and level control the number of 
bootstrap replications (i.e. the number of bootstrap datasets) and the confidence level, respectively.

SOMe ILLuStRatIve exaMpLeS

Gastric cancer certification rates in males aged 25-74 years (Italy 1955-1979)

The data shown in tables 1 and 2 are those of the example published from Decarli and La Vecchia 
[3] in the article where the original GLIM macro was presented. The analysis on gastric cancer was 
subsequently updated [7]. To illustrate how to use the function apc, we consider that these data are 
stored, without row and column labels, in two external ASCII files, named num.txt and den.txt, 
respectively. As a first step, data are read and stored in the data-frames num and den:

num <- read.table(“num.txt”,header=FALSE)
den <- read.table(“den.txt”,header=FALSE)
For printing purposes it is better that both num and den have labels for the age groups (rows) 

and calendar periods (columns). This can be easily accomplished within R. For the data presented in 
tables 1 and 2, the considered ages range between 25 and 74 years, (with central values between 27 
and 72 years) in 5-year categories; therefore row labels can be obtained in the following way:

age <- seq(27,72,5); x <- cbind(age-2,age+2)
lbl <- paste(x[,1],”-“,x[,2],sep=””)
rownames(num) <- lbl; rownames(den) <- lbl
As far as the calendar periods are concerned, the considered years range between 1955 and 

1979 (with central values between 1957 and 1977) in 5-year categories; therefore column labels can 
be obtained as:

per <- seq(1957,1977,5); x <- cbind(per-2,per+2)
lbl <- paste(x[,1],”-“,x[,2],sep=””)
colnames(num) <- lbl; colnames(den) <- lbl
Finally, cohort labels can be obtained considering that in this example the first central calendar 

year is 1957, the oldest central age is 72 years and there are a total of 14 cohorts (i.e. the number of 
age groups (10) minus the number of calendar periods (5) plus 1):

n <- nrow(num)+ncol(num)-1
coh <- c(1:n); tmp <- 1957-72+(coh-1)*5
x <- cbind(tmp-2,tmp+2)
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clab <- paste(x[,1],”-“,x[,2],sep=””) 
Now, the function apc can be invoked (passing the cohort labels using the argument labels); 

the results are returned in the object fit:
fit <- apc(num,den,labels=clab)
The estimated age, cohort and period effects can be immediately printed by typing the name of 

the returned object (fit):

In addition to the estimated age, cohort and period effects, the corresponding number of events 
are printed. The observed age-specific rates for each considered period can be obtained as num/den; 
the age-specific rates rearranged by central date of birth are stored in the output of apc (within the 
object actable) and can be printed as follows: 

lbl <- seq(27,74,5); rownames(fit$actable) <- lbl
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lbl <- seq(1885,1950,5); colnames(fit$actable) <- lbl
round(fit$actable,1)

Bootstrap confidence intervals for the parameter estimates can be obtained invoking the function 
confint specifying the number of bootstrap replications (via the argument nrep which has a default 
of 100) and the confidence level (via the argument level which has a default of 0.95):

set.seed(123456)
tmp <- confint(fit, nrep=1000)
print(tmp,round=3)
Parameter estimates and 95% confidence interval (using 1000 replicates)
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The first command (set.seed(123456)) permits to reproduce exactly the results obtained.
The predict method is useful since it returns a data-frame containing both the observed and the 

predicted number of events (in the variables y and fitted.values of the data-frame, respectively) in 
addition to the covariates of the fitted model. For example, the predicted estimates to be compared with 
the corresponding observed values (in Table 1) can be obtained (and printed) in the following way:

yhat <- predict(fit)$fitted
yhat <- matrix(yhat,nrow=nrow(num))
rownames(yhat) <- rownames(num) 
colnames(yhat) <- colnames(num)
round(yhat,1)

A plot of observed vs expected events (on a logarithmic scale) can also be obtained:
plot(predict(fit)$y,predict(fit)$fitted,log=”xy”).
The expected rates can be printed, arranged by birth cohorts:
fv <- predict(fit)
rates <- fv$fitted/exp(fv$offset)
tmp <- xtabs(rates ~ fv$age+fv$coo)
tmp[tmp == 0] <- NA
round(tmp,1)

The package apc contains a number of datasets taken from the literature. In what follows some 
examples will be given to display some of the functionality of the R functions included in the apc 
package.

Lung cancer death certification rates in males aged 30-79 years (Italy 1970-2009)

By invoking data(lungM) the number of death certification rates for lung cancer observed 
between 1970 and 2009 in Italian males aged 30-79 years are available (for intervals of 5 years) in 
the dataset lungM.num (the corresponding denominator are in the dataset lungM.den). The age-
period-cohort model is fitted by issuing the commands

coh <- 1972-77+(c(1:17)-1)*5
x <- cbind(coh-2,coh+2)
clab <- paste(x[,1],”-“,x[,2],sep=””)
fit <- apc(lungM$num,lungM$den,labels=clab)       
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where the first three rows prepare the labels for the 17 cohorts considered. The results can be 
displayed employing the print and/or the summary functions. Here we invoke the plot function 
to graphically display the estimates of the effects. This function has an argument labels which has 
to be a list with three named arguments (age, period, cohort) containing the central values for 
age, calendar year and date of birth respectively.

age <- seq(32,77,5)
per <- seq(1972,2007,5)
coh <- 1972-77+(c(1:17)-1)*5
xlbl <- list(age=age,period=per,cohort=coh)
plot(fit, labels=xlbl)
As a default the function plot produces four graphics, as shown in Figure 1.
Besides the well know age effect, common to all non hormone-related epithelial neoplasms [8], 

there is a strong cohort effect, with major rises for the cohorts born between 1890 and 1920, and 
subsequent declines up to the cohort born in 1965. This indicates that the worst affected cohort for 
male lung cancer is the 1920 one, and reflects the pattern of smoking initiation and cessation across 
subsequent generations of Italian men [9-11]. The peak period effect was registered in 1980, with 
subsequent declines. This confirms the observation that smoking has not only early, but also late state 
effects on the process of lung carcinogens, and that stopping smoking leads to reductions of lung 
cancer (cumulative) incidence and mortality within a few year [12].

Each of the four graphics displayed in figure 1 can be obtained by employing a mode argument 
with character values “a” (for age-specific rates), “p” (for period effects), “c” (for cohort effects) 
and “pc” (for cohort and period effects on the same graphic). In these cases, other standard 

figure 1
lung cancer death certification rates in males aged 30-79 years (italy 1970-2009). 

Plot of the Parameter estimates of the “full” age, Period, cohort model
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graphical arguments (like lty, lwd, and so on) can be passed to the plot function to customize the 
resulting graphic. A fourth value for the mode argument is “apc” whose output will be illustrated 
in the next example.

coronary heart disease (chd) death certification rates in males aged 30-79 years (Italy 1970-2009)

By invoking data(chdM) the number of death certification rates for coronary heart disease 
observed between 1970 and 2009 in Italian males aged 30-79 years are available (for intervals of 5 
years) in the dataset chdM.num (the corresponding denominator are in the dataset chdM.den). The 
age-period-cohort model is fitted by issuing the same commands displayed above, replacing only the 
last row with

fit <- apc(chdM$num,chdM$den,labels=clab)       
Figure 2 shows the results obtained by issuing the command plot(fit, labels=xlbl, 

mode=”apc”).

Apart from the substantial rise of CHD mortality with age, the model shows a major decline in 
mortality on a cohort basis, starting from the 1900 cohort. The fall was somewhat smaller for the 
1910-1920 cohorts, again likely reflecting the tobacco-related disease epidemic in those cohorts [13]. 
The period effect peaked in 1980, and largely declined thereafter. These data reflect both the long 
term impact of changing risk factor exposure on CHD mortality (cohort effect), and the improvement 

figure 2
coronary heart disease death certification rates in males aged 30-79 years (italy 1970-2009). 

Plot of the Parameter estimates of the “full” age, Period, cohort model
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in management and treatment of the diseases [14-16].
The apc package includes also the objects lungF and chdF containing, respectively, the lung 

cancer death certification rates in females aged 30-79 years (Italy 1970-2009) and the coronary heart 
disease death certification rates in females aged 30-79 years (Italy 1970-2009). 

bladder cancer certification rates in males aged 25-79 years (Italy 1955-1979)

The object Clayton is a list containing the number of deaths for bladder cancer in Italian males 
during the period 1955-1979 as well as the corresponding denominator. These data were employed 
by Clayton and Schifflers [5] in the first of two papers where age, period and cohort models were 
discussed. In this example Clayton and Schifflers observed that an attempt to fit the age-period model 
(i.e. a model including age and period but not cohort) was not very successful. On the other hand, 
plotting the logarithm of mortality rates of different cohorts against ages resulted in nearly parallel 
cohort curves, i.e. the differences in age-specific mortality between any pair of birth cohorts was 
approximately constant throughout the life. In such a case, the age-cohort model (which includes age 
and cohort, but not period) could provide a useful description of the data.

By means of these data, we show how to replicate, employing the apc package, some of the 
analyses presented by Clayton and Schifflers (the results are not identical, since population data were 
extrapolated from the corresponding rates presented in the Table IV of the paper of Clayton and 
Schifflers). The function apc can be invoked after having defined the cohort labels:

data(Clayton)
coh <- c(1:15); x.coh <- 1957-77+(coh-1)*5
x <- cbind(x.coh-2,x.coh+2)
clab <- paste(x[,1],”-“,x[,2],sep=””)
fit <- apc(Clayton$num,Clayton$den,labels=clab)
The deviances associated with each of the models fitted within the function can be displayed by 

means of the anova function:
anova(fit)

The global deviance chi-squared test of fit of the age-period model is highly significant, yielding 
a deviance of 513 on 40 degrees of freedom. On the other hand, the fit of the age-cohort model is 
much better: the global deviance chi-squared test gives 39.4 on 30 degrees of freedom (with a non-
significant associated p-value of 0.12). As discussed in Clayton and Schifflers [5], in this example the 
ratio in age-specific mortality between any pair of birth cohorts is approximately constant throughout 
the life, as can be seen plotting the age-specific rates against age for each birth cohort. Adopting a 
logarithmic scale for y axis, the cohort curves are nearly parallel. 

This can be easily accomplished within the apc package, since the rates for each cohort are 
available in the output of the function (in the object actable). Figure 3 shows the graphic, generated 
using the following commands: 

rates <- fit$actable
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plot(c(20,80),c(0.01,200),log=”y
”,type=”n”,xlab=”AGE”,

+      ylab=”AGE SPECIFIC 
MORTALITY RATE (PER 100,000 PY)”)

for (j in 1:ncol(rates)) {
+     x <- seq(27,77,5); y <- 

rates[,j]
+     points(x,y); lines(x,y)
+ }

The researcher has fully access to the 
results of the fitted age-cohort model, which are 
stored in the fitac object within the output of 
the acp function. For example, the command 
fit$fitac$coefficients will print the 
parameter estimates for age and cohort. In a 
similar manner, it is possible to perform residual 
analyses on each of the fitted models.  

cOncLuSIOnS

In this paper the R implementation of a 
GLIM macro [3] which fits age-period-cohort 
model following Osmond and Gardner [4] 
was presented. As usual in chronic disease 
epidemiology, where proportional hazards 
model are employed, also the age-period 

model (which predicts constant ratios of age-
specific rates between different periods) and 
the age-cohort model (which predicts constant 
ratios of age-specific rates between different 
cohorts) are fitted.

Only in the case where none of these 
models provides an adequate fit to the 
observed table of rates, both cohort and 
period effects can be included. In this case 
the researcher must be aware that there is 
a problem of identifiability and that there 
is no single unique solution, but infinite 
ones. As Clayton and Schifflers [6] pointed 
up, “identical descriptions of data may be 
obtained from different sets of parameter 
values. Also, two such indistinguishable sets 
of parameter values may lead to quite different 
interpretations.” Osmond and Gardner [4] 
introducing a mathematical constraint in 
the model, were able to identify one of 
these possible solutions, which found wide 
application for the analysis of mortality data 
[3]. The researcher must be aware that the 
apc function estimates the parameters of the 
“full” age-period-cohort model according to 
this solution.

Owing to the programming capability 
of R as an object oriented language, the 

figure 3
mortality rates (1955-1979) of bladder cancer in italian males aged 25-79 years by birth cohort. 

rates are Plotted using a logarithmic scale
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researcher has fully access to the output of 
the main function (apc) which, in addition 
to the estimates of the age-period-cohort 
model, returns all the models fitted within the 
function. It is so possible to critically evaluate 

the goodness of fit of these models. We hope 
that, owing to the diffusion of R in health 
research, this package could be useful in the 
analysis of cohort studies.
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